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Unsolved Mysteries is an American television program, created by John Cosgrove and Terry Dunn Meurer.
Documenting cold cases and paranormal phenomena, the show began as a series of seven specials,
presented by Raymond Burr, Karl Malden, and Robert Stack, beginning on NBC on January 20, 1987,
becoming a full-fledged television program on October 5, 1988, hosted by Stack.
Unsolved Mysteries - Wikipedia
Red Wheel/Weiser imprints include Conari Press which publishes titles on spirituality, personal growth,
relationships to parenting, and social issues; Weiser Books offers an entire spectrum of occult and esoteric
subjects.
Red Wheel âˆ• Weiser Online Bookstore | PDF Catalogs
â€œThere has remained a percentage of the total, in the order of twenty percent of the reports, that have
come from credible observers of relatively incredible thingsâ€¦â€• â€“Major General John A. Samford, USAF,
Director of Intelligence INTRODUCTION UFO is an acronym for Unidentified Flying Object. Such objects
include meteors, disintegrating satellites, flocks of birds, aircraft, lights, [â€¦]
UFO - WORLD MYSTERIES
Introduction. Atlantis is the subject of a legend about an advanced island civilization that was destroyed or
lost. Stories about Atlantis are first mentioned in Platoâ€™s dialogues Timaeus and Critias, in which
characters say it was destroyed by an earthquake or a tsunami about 9,000 years before the time in which
Plato wrote.
Atlantis - WORLD MYSTERIES
At Ancient Origins, we believe that one of the most important fields of knowledge we can pursue as human
beings is our beginnings. And while some people may seem content with the story as it stands, our view is
that there exists countless mysteries, scientific anomalies and surprising artifacts that have yet to be
discovered and explained.
Unravelling the Mysteries of the Tomb of the Red Queen of
The Philosopherâ€™s Stone. The philosophersâ€™ stone (Latin: lapis philosophorum) is a legendary
alchemical substance, said to be capable of turning base metals, especially lead, into gold (chrysopoeia); it
was also sometimes believed to be an elixir of life, useful for rejuvenation and possibly for achieving
immortality.
The Philosopher's Stone of Alchemy - World Mysteries Blog
Out-of-place artifact (OOPArt) is a term coined by American naturalist and cryptozoologist Ivan T. Sanderson
for an object of historical, archaeological, or paleontological interest found in a very unusual or seemingly
impossible context that could challenge conventional historical chronology. The ...
Top 10 Ancient Achievements that science can't explain.
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The personal discovery that a person has real-world access to the astounding mysteries of Chi and the
life-changing effects of DMT can be a dramatic catalyst for personal transformation.
Chi and DMT - Two Accessible Mysteries That Evade
Welcome to B.E.A.M.S. Founded in 1991, our society consists of a team of active reporters and field
investigators who factually gather, study and disseminate evidence relating to Earth Mysteries, (e.g. Ley
Lines, Terrestrial Energies and Ancient Site Anomalies), Strange Aerial Happenings, (e.g. Unidentified Flying
Objects or UFOs), and The Paranormal, (e.g. Spirit and Psychic Phenomena).
The Best of British And Overseas UFO Reports
Distant mountains ringed the horizon, and before me sprawled the ruins of the largest ancient metropolis in
the Americas. The Aztecs had found the city empty and abandoned, calling it Teotihuacan--â€œthe place
where men became gods,â€œ pronouncing it tay-oh-tee-WAH-kan.
Atlantis Rising Magazine Home
In-depth articles on health, suppressed news, consciousness, ancient mysteries, future science, unexplained,
free energy and much more, from a genuine alternative news and information magazine published worldwide
for over 30 years. Check out our hardcopy and online delivery options.
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